
Maximize your green life!
maxgreenwall.com





Inspired by the movement of 

improving quality of life all over the 

world, Maxgreenwall helps through 

increasing the amount of nature 

indoors.

The eye-catching 

Maxgreenwalls create a healthy, 

productive and pleasant indoor 

environment. With multiple 

designs and options available, you 

can easily bring the outdoors inside 

and maximize your green life!

The idea of Maxgreenwall emerged 

via collaboration of Sempergreen

and Parus Europe. These movable 

and user-friendly indoor living walls 

are an addition to a wide range of 

sustainable, healthy and green 

solutions.

About us



Indoor nature contributes to an 

improvement in mental-and 

physical health.

It boosts productivity levels in the 

office and significantly reduces

stress levels. Plants also purify the 

air and enhance indoor air 

quality. 

‘Promote healthier work 
environments’



Green walls reduce noise 

pollution, which is beneficial 

within the office and for a 

comfortable home environment. 

Moreover, a living indoor wall 

improves building aesthetics. 

Due to its movability this green 

wall can easily be used as a 

room divider, making the 

Maxgreenwall stand out.

‘Improve the acoustics’



Maxgreenwall Single 360°

The Maxgreenwall Single in all its elegance. See for yourself.





LED grow light

104 plants

Air circulation fan

Water reservoir 

Microfilter

Wi-Fi Controller

The green wall contains a 
specialized system which 
circulates oxygen to effectively 
maintain the good condition of 
the greenery . The silent fan 
ensures the distribution of 
produced oxygen throughout 
your surroundings . By choosing 
for Maxgreenwall, you are 
choosing for an improved indoor 
climate!

This Maxgreenwall can be 
installed in less than an hour 
and the automatic watering 
system only needs to be refilled 
every four weeks . The capillary 
method makes sure the plants 
get all the water they need .

A specially designed grow light is 
included to ensure that the plants 
remain in a good condition . This 
way, Maxgreenwall can be installed 
everywhere in your interior , while 
maintaining the quality of the 
plants . Even in the darkest of 
places , this green wall will thrive !

All technical aspects , such as the 
watering system and light 
activity , are accessible online via 
a mobile application.

Moveable
This free -standing and movable 
living room divider gives you 
freedom to design spaces 
according to your own taste . 
The Maxgreenwall can easily be 
moved to other locations 
because of its wheels and low 
weight . The possibilities for your 
interior are endless! 

UV filter

The microfilter ensures a clean 
water flow through the system

Built-in UV filter for disinfecting 
the water

System Features 

In total, 104 plants fit in this green 
wall  





Height 
Width
Depth

Water reservoir
Refill frequency
Water pump sound

Weight box
Weight installed

Plant quantity

Light colour 

Optimal amount of light

Colours of the wall

221cm
104cm
37cm

80L
Monthly 
50dB 

80KG
200KG

104

White

8hrs daily 

Pure white (RAL9016) and graphite black 
(RAL9011).
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The Maxgreenwall Single is one of a kind due to its movability and 
effortless maintenance. Not only does the living wall brighten up your 
private or business surroundings, it also improves health status and air 
quality. This living indoor wall is a sound investment because of its positive 
influences, movability and customizability. This vertical garden provides a 
great opportunity to install over 100 plants in your environment! 

Maxgreenwall Single



Height 
Width
Depth

Water reservoir
Refill frequency
Water pump sound

Weight box
Weight installed

Plant quantity

Light colour 

Optimal amount of light

Colours of the wall

221cm
104cm
51cm

120L
twice a month 
50dB 

160KG
360KG

192

White

8hrs daily 

Pure white (RAL9016) and graphite black 
(RAL9011).
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The double version of Maxgreenwall is a unique unit! This product provides 
plants on both sides, making the movable green wall ideal as room divider 
in areas such as offices, healthcare facilities and hotels. Containing almost 
200 plants in total, your indoor surroundings get an instant booster of 
nature.

Maxgreenwall Double





Link the wall!

These green wall are not only easy to move but can also be connected to other Maxgreenwalls in order to form a large 
living wall. Play around and create your ideal interior!





The system of Maxgreenwall 
can be installed in less than 
an hour with only two people 
needed. The Maxgreenwall is 
easy to personalize by 
installing different types of 
plants, for example with a 
calm-looking exterior or 
colourful plants. The required 
pot size is a diameter of 9cm. 
Furthermore, the 
Maxgreenwall lends itself for 
personalization by easy 
installation of magnetic 
stickers or printing the 
backplate to your wishes. The 
system of Maxgreenwall also 
offers the possibility to add 
custom-made signs to the 
front of the Maxgreenwall. A 
great way to showcase your 
brand or give your visitors a 
warm welcome!

Customize your wall



SG Products B.V.
Defensieweg 1
3984 LR Odijk

The Netherlands 

Contact us!

maxgreenwall@sempergreen.com

www.maxgreenwall.com

+31 (0)343 539 699

+31 6 82 06 06  53


